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FREQITENCY SCANNING COORDINATION PROTOCOL

This protocol made on this

9t

day of June 2016, by and between:

The Itegulatorv Adnainistratioais of:

S. Maarden, herein represented by Mr. A. Carry
France -Sai.il Martin and Saini Barthélemy, herein represented by Mr.
C. Perros
Anguilla, herein represented by Messrs. L. Franklin and K. Banks
The State of the Netherlands —St. Eustatius aiid Saba, herein
represented by Mr. O.F.V. de Bruyue
Hereinafter jointly or severally, interchangeably referred to as Partjes or Party
The Regulatory entities mentioned afore have expressed the need and the desire to coordiriate
their frequency scanning activities, to maximize the gathering and sharing of information
relating to the utilization of frequency use in their respective mobile industries;
The Regulatory entities party to this Protocol have so decided to detail and formalize their
intent to coordinate frequency scanning undertakings as set forth hereinafter;
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1.0.

The objective:

Partjes contributing resources and extending authorizations shail conduct frequency scanning
in a structured but unannounc’ed manner, (hasea’ on thezr mobile-, FM_UHFfrequency coordination
agreeinents and/or DVB-T,, in their respective territories. n so far necessary resources available
to one party, shail be utilized foi’ the benefit of any other party indicating so the need for such
resources to conduct the frequency scanning in its territory. In addition hei’eto pal-ties shail
compile and share the data gathered from all scanning activities with each other.

2.0.

The Procedure:

Parties agree to establish the format to be utilized by all for compilation of frequency scanning
activities conducted in their territories. The frequency scanning activities shail be undertaken
in a manner to ensure the pl-opel’ compilation of information as required per the agreed upon
measurement report f’ormat. Pai’ties shali through the use of this standard measurement report
exchange compiled data with each other. Parties shali furthermore timely cooperate and
exchange relevant authoi’izations and sim-cards to facilitate scanning activities to be executed.
Completed measurement repol’ts, shall solely be shared with third parties, after ratification of
such report by the relevant regulatory entity for its territory.

3.0.

Time Line:

Parties agree that the format foi’ the measurernent report to be utilized by al], shail be designeci
and formalized by August 1, 2016.
A tentative schedule of’ f’requency scanning activities to be executed shali be set by August 1,
2016. This schedule, in the interest of effectiveness, shall solely reflect the number of scans to
be performed per annum by parties.
Concluded scans shali be formalized in the measui’ement report within 48 hours of the scan
activity concluded. The Party having compiled, 01’ f’or whom a report has been compiled, shall
submit a copy of same to all other parties within 72 hours, of the formalization of the compiled
repo rt.
Frequency scanning
shali in any event be undertaken in the fourth quarter of 2016.
activities

4.0.

Development:

Pai’ties further agree to make an assessment of the execution of this Protocol by Januarv 2017,
in an effort to determine the requirements to further develop and/or enhance this coordinated
undertaking. Parties shali vork towards usage of the most convenient and available resources
to ensui’e that the scanning schedule is maintained and executed in the most cost effective
manner to all.
The costs associated with a two-day scanning undertaking are estimated to range between
600-1000 USD Dollars. Any party requesting its scanning activities to be conducted by
another party shall bear the costs related thereto. The cost ratio includes the scanning and
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compilation of the measurement report. Partjes shail mutually agree on the manner in which
the costs shail be invoiced and which payment terms shali apply.
5.0.

Termination:

This Protocol can be terminated with a 60 day notice issued by the departing party to all other
parties. As of the termination date no rights and obligations may be derived from this Protocol
by the departing party.
This Protocol executed in Anguilla
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